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April 5, 1960

To:
From:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Faculty will be
held on Tuesday, April 12th, in Mitchell Hall 101,
at 4:00 p . m.
The agenda will include the following item:
1 . Discussion of a two- year Basic Science (Medical )
School. (Statement a ttached. )

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
April 12, 1960

(Summarized Minutes)
The April 12, 1960, meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by ViceChairman Harold O. Ried at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
Professor Clark read a prepared statement to the Faculty relative to the election,
at the last meeting, of the 1960-61 Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, an
~ction
Y.hich he felt should be viewed 11 as a somewhat hurried and partly informed
Judgment .
(A motion to postpone the election until a later meeting had been presented and defeated at the March 8th meeting.) Professor Clark said that his
reasons for requesting postponement -- Professor Weihofen had made the request for
Professor Clark in the latter's absence -- had been that he wished to present two
suggestions for improving the Committee's functions. One, he said, was to clarify
what are now contradictory functions; the other was to provide for automatic
cont·1nu1·tYon the Committee from year to year.
:~ofe~s~r Clark objected to the Committee, as elected at the March 8th meeting, ln
' t. at fl ve of the six are part of the University administrative staff," a si tuaf ion which "can do nothing but raise suspicions about faculty interest in academic
:eedom and educational policy." He stressed that it was "because of their official positions and not because of them personally" that he wished to propose a
change in the Committee. Accordingly Professor Clark called for "the prompt
A
resigna t ion
·
( before the next faculty meeting)
'
of all of the members of the
t~ademic Freedom and Tenure Cammi ttee elected at the last meeting," and moved
at.the election of a new committee be placed on the agenda for tbe next faculty
meeting. This motion was seconded and carried.
I

Profess
th
or Baker, for the Policy Committee recommended that the Faculty approve
A~e~tabli~hment of a two-year Basic Sci~nce (Medical) ~cho~l as_soon as the
t nistration and the Board of Regents should consider it financially feasible
o do so.

1President
p opeJoy,
·
·
· long an d sus t a1ne
· d
·
in speaking to the motion, outlined
his
interest · in
· medical education in the state which had res ult e d f'1rst in
· a b.1l atera1
'
·
i n New Mexico
· 's
. . agreement with the University of Colorado
and ultimately
Partic1p a t·ion in
. the Western Interstate Commission
.
for Hi· gher Educa t·ion wh'1 ch h a d
:~one of its major objectives the extension of medical education in the western
M /es. He reviewed briefly the Commission' 5 recent study entitled "The West's
re t :-cal Manpower Needs II using charts to illustrate New Mexico's extremely low
ca 10 of doctors to po;ulation and the state's small number (second lowest in the
iount:y) of applications and admissions for medical school training. He pointed
s~b~~~s conn~ct~on to a correlation between higher ratios and sta~es with medical
w
8 and indicated also that New Mexico I s already very low ratio will surely
P;rs~n as the population increases unless steps are taken in the near future to
to 0 V1de medical education within the state. Even if a decision is made at once
Proceed with plans for a medical school, he said' it would be twelve years
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before the state could hope to receive benefits in the form of additional doctors.
Permissive legislation for "departments of medicine " was quoted by the President
from the state laws governing the University.
In the matter of financing, President Popejoy said that the $500,000 proposed
annual budget for a two-year school was probably on the high side. He stated the
reasonable certainty that a foundation would underwrite the total cost of a
medical school for the first five years but indicated that he still would inten~
to ask for a nominal appropriation at the next session of the Legislature.
Through the use of charts, the President summarized the construction and financinG
of campus buildings over the past decade and plans for future ones, indicating
that the greatest needs at the time had dictated the order of construction. He
also traced the successful development of several of the present professional
schools and academic departments of the University which in their formative days
had been strongly opposed.
!~e opin~on was expressed by the President that the presence of a medical school,
ith a high- salaried staff would benefit rather than depress general faculty
salaries . He indicated al~o the potential benefit to the state as regards
~esearch_which could be pursued by a medical school in c~rtain_c:itical areas ~uch
F~ the hi~ rate of infant mortality in New Mexico, atomic ~edicine, and the like .
inaUy ~ it was his judgment that the Legislature would act1. vely support an
~p~ropriation for a medical school which would not impinge upon the general
niversity appropriation.
After several questions from the floor had been answered by the President, the
!acuity voted in favor of the estahl ish.ment. of a two-year school as recommended
Y the Policy Committee.
The meeting adjourned a.t 5: 30 p .m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FAOJLTY MEETING
April 12. 1960
The April 12. 1960, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Vice-Chairman Harold Ried at 4:05 p.m.
with a quorum present.
VICE-Q-IAIRMAN RIED The meeting will please come to
order. I have been requested by President Popejoy to preside
at this meeting. Before we get into the published agenda,
Mr. Clark has a statement to make.
PROFESSOR CLARK Mr. Chairman, may I use the rostrum to
read my statement?
RIED
w
irl

You may.

CLARK I appreciate the President 1 s allowance of these
fe~ minutes and the Chairman's agreement that I may say these
things which are probably controversial in nature. but I do
not apologize for the fact that they are.
Proposal on Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. What
I _s hall say may be so elementary and obvious that only a
~awyer would restate it. But perhaps for that very reason
it needs repeating. My comments. and the proposal at the end.
are not to be construed as personal critic isms of anyone on
the faculty or in the administration. In fact. I am not concerned with personalities at all but rather with institutional
conditions that may not be understood by members of this Faculty
and may have become somewhat distorted recently.
· You will recall that at the March faculty meeting one
member of the faculty requested postponement of the election
of rext year•s Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee. This
~eqtest was made at my suggestion. I was unable to attend
ahat faculty meeting and yet I wanted to present ~o as ~arge
thfaculty group as possible some suggestions (or improving
ine functions of this important committee (which I shall.do
a moment) before a new committee was selected. You will
!f~all also that I asked not to be nominated to th7 new comChotee and my name was withdrawn. However, a committee ~as
En ~en, composed of Professors Grace. Chairman of Mechan7c~l
si~ineering. Dr. Hamilton. Dr. Jorrin, Di7ector of ~he DiviDr n of Foreign Studies. Dr. Lieuwen, Chairman of ~istory,
Ch;.Trowbridge. Chairman of English, and Dr. Hendrickson.
lrman of Mathematics, as alternate. These are all men of

Comm.i ttee on
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure : New
election
ordered and
revised
functions
proposed
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honor and unquestioned judgment. Several of them are my personal friends. But for the fact that five of the six are part
of the University administrative staff, I would say this was
a well chosen committee. However, it is because of their
official positions and not because of them personally that I
wish to make a proposal for a change in the committee.
The faculty action of the last time should be viewed, in
my opinion, as a somewhat hurried and partly informed judgment.
I believe it was stated that this committee had to be selected
so that the Policy Committee could then go ahead and make its
appointments or nominations to other standing committees before a later faculty meeting. I am sure we all understand
the problem. However, let us be clear about the importance
and responsibilities of the committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure. This committee is different from any other in the
Faculty. First of all, it is nominated and elected by the
faculty. It is not the creature of the Policy Committee nor
of the administration. While the existence of this committee
is contemplated by the Faculty Constitution and also by the
Faculty Tenure Act, its functions from time to time are restated by the Policy Committee. It is with respect to the
composition, duties and the election of the Academic Free~om and Tenure Committee that 1 wish to raise two questions
in your minds today, even though you will not be asked to
act ?n them at this time. Perhaps before the next faculty.
meeting some improvements can be recommended in the following:

.
1. The statement of functions, duties, etc., approved
in January of 1959. This statement contains at least three
contradictory functions and badly needs clarification. Moreover, the faculty should express its attitude with respect
t? the responsibility of this Committee or som~ other comrru.ttee for handling matters of involuntary retirement.
2. There is need for changing the manner of selecti~g
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee so that there will
~e real continuity on the committee from year to Y!ar. At
ehe P:esent time we get some continuity by requesting the ~ealection of a member or two. However, the effect of elec~ing
new committee every year is to produce a lame duck committee
~fte: the March faculty meeting on the theory that the ~ld
fommittee does not wish to express any policy that.may interTe~e ?r impede with the activities of the new committee.
ihis is an absurd condition that should be corrected by havrng ~art of the next committee elected for two years and the
r:mainder for one year. Thereafter, those elected would
place those whose terms expired. This kind of a change
can be made very simply
However, as I have stated I am not
asking that these chang;s be considered today.
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The view I expressed as to the election of the Committee
at the last meeting, namely, that it was the result of partly
informed judgment, perhaps requires me to state at least one
general alternative view. The view I have rejected may be
characterized as the cynical one--that it doesn 1 t make any
difference when the election takes place or who is elected;
that appearances of abrogation of faculty responsibility
(as evidenced, for example, by the attitude toward the faculty
lounge and the recent method of selection of the Honors
Council) are acceptable; or that academic freedom does not
really exist or that universities by nature are paternalistic;
or that because the laws of New Mexico provide that the Board
of Regents ushall have power and it shall be their duty to
enact laws, rules and regulations for the government of the
University 11 (73-25-7) it follows that the faculty should say
n~thing--except privately. I hope no one here accepts that
view or any part of it. Institutions go on for better or
worse as a result of the quality and conviction of its faculty
and administration. While we are here we have a responsibility
that assumes, and also produces, institutional tensions bet~een administration and faculty. This is a wholesome condition. This of course is the heart, and also the test, of
cons~itutional government here and elsewhere. Cussing
presi~ents and deans is our occupational privilege. But.
c~rtainly we do not believe in doing this because of condi~ions we have created ourselves. This is the forum for expressin~ our?elves. As part of our responsibility for hel~ing the
University administration reach sound and acceptable Judgments
on.educational policy we should certainly want to prevent the
existence of conditions that will lead to unjust and even
false criticism of this faculty and this institution.
The Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee as constituted
~or next year can do nothing but raise suspicions about faculty
interest in academic freedom and educational policy. W~ate(ver personal affection you may hold for department chairmen
and this is my feeling about at least two who were my teachers
nearly 20 years ago) you must realize that they are members of
the University administration. I don't care w~ether they.have
tenure or not. I am talking about their positions as chair-.
jen, and their partly disguised or amphibious role make~ ~heir
t?b that much tougher. We know deans belong to th: admini~tralon and we have only one president and only one vice-president
: 0 we are not confused about their place in the hierarchy.
.
the
department
chairmen
are
at
the
initial
and
often
crucial
ut
1
bivel of decision. Tenure recommendations, advanceme~t pr?- .
ems and work allocation and many others are all their principal headaches. They have power to decide in many cases a man's
:cademic future, even though their decisions m~y.be appealed
And reversed by deans and higher levels of administration.
s members of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Co~mittee, dePartment chairmen may be subject to blame for things they
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have not done or things they have not even heard about. The
gossip about thought control and the power struggle that goes
on around here may become even racier than it seems to be at
present. I suppose one or two chairmen on the committee
might give it some procedural dignity, but certainly they
should not hold a majority vote. In addition, I believe we
should think twice before electing any man, if he does not
have tenure, to serve on the committee, no matter how astute,
how scholarly and how independent he may be.
For these stated reasons and others you may wish to
infer, I call for the prompt resignation lbefore the next
faculty meeting) of all of the members of the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee elected at the last meeting.
And, Mr. President, I move that the election of a new com~ittee be placed on the agenda for the next faculty meeting.
RIED

You have heard the motion.

SWIHAFIT

Is there a second?

Second the motion.

RIED It has been seconded. Is there any discussion.
All in favor say "aye." Opposed? The motion is carried.
I would assume that this is contingent upon your first premise.
CLARK The Chairman's presumption is accurate.
PROFESSOR GRACE In order to save time later, I would
like to resign now as a member and chairman of the committee.
RIED I do not believe this was contemplated in Professor • Clark's motion.
e
CLARK Mr. Chairman, I would not like in any way to
mbarrass any of these fine gentlemen here.

e RIEJ.? Then we will proceed with the agen~a and the t~oihar Basic Science or Medical School plan. _First, to begin
Poi·proceedings, we shall call upon the chairman of the
icy Committee, Professor Baker.
Fa PROFESSOR BAKER Mr. Chairman, the members.o~ the
miculty have in their hands the report of the Li~ison Comthttee and also a statement from the Policy Committee •. For
moe_Policy Committee, I should like to make the following
coti?n: That the Policy committee, having appointed a su?Sc~ittee to study a proposal to establish? two-year ~asic
r e~ce School at the University of New Mexico and having .
eceived a report from the subcommittee favoring the establishment of such a school and further having considered at length

Establishment
of Two-Year
Basic Science
(Medical)
School
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the report of the subcommittee and information from other
sources, hereby recommends to the Voting Faculty of the
University of New Mexico tllP! it approve the establishment of
such a school as soon a s ~ Administration and the Board of
Regents of the University consider it financially feasible
to do so.
RIED

Is there a second to the motion?

PROFESSOR SEED
RIED

I will second the motion.

The motion is open for discussion.

. PRESIDENT POPEJOY Mr. Chairman, with your approval and
with the approval of the Faculty, I would like to present
the point of view of the Administration in regard to this
school •

.

.

. I believe that in the twelve years I have served as
President, this is the first time I have been required or
have asked to present a major curriculum change to you. As
a matter of fact, in these twelve years I think I have stepped out of the chair about three or four times only, and
then just to argue, perhaps, about a motion which was before
the house at the moment and not on a motion which I had sponsored, necessarily.
Perhaps there could be some good reasons why the President Of the University should present the favorable arguments in regard to the motion which has been placed before
you. In the first place the responsibility for medical
education in New Mexico ;ince 1948 has rested pretty largely
up?n the efforts and enthusiasm of the President of the
~niversity. When I first came into office I learned almost
~mmediately that that year I was going to see not hundreds,
Mut.perhaps a hundred or more, students in !he stat! of New
exico at that time who were unable to get into medical
~chool; and there were a number of pressures being brought
, 0 b:ar upon the University of New Mexico and upon other
institutions to establish training facilities for these
r~ung people. As a result of that pressure and based upon
d nferences which we had with some of the medical school
beans in the country particularly in the Midwest, and
ased upon the exampies which had been cited in the South,
;e decided upon a regional school for the medical students
.rom this state and other states in the region. We entered
~~to a ?ilateral contract with the Univer~ity ?f Colorado-a; Mexico and the state of Wyoroing--and in this respect we
P~reed to pay to the University of Colorado $2,000 per year
wo lstudent toward the instructional cost. The student
st~dd be ~equired to pay $600, which was the same as the
ents in Colorado would have to pay.
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We did not have any money from the Legislature for this
purpose at the time this contract was entered into. We went
to the Commonwealth Fund in New York and received $10,000
for the first year. Then we went to the Legislature for
money to finance the program for the next year and for continuing the program in the years following. The Legislature,
incidently, was so excited about the need for medical education in the state at that time that they voted the appropriation unanimously to be used on the contract basis that
I have indicated to you.
So with that particular effort on my part--and I don't
say this in any sense of pride, necessarily, but I am merely
reporting to you that starting at that time and carrying on
down to the present moment I have been vitally concerned
over this problem and have worked with it constantly not
only in our state but in the region and in the nation.
Incidently I am afraid that my statement today is going
to take quite a while, and I hope you came prepared to give
the matter some time, because it is a long statement, although
I hope it will be informative and one which will add to your
know~edge of the problem which we have before us. The University of New Mexico was established in 1889 with some
legislation which we may call charter legislation, and one
of t~e ~actions of that particular law reads as fol~ows,.
and it is still on the books of the state: "The University
of New Mexico shall have departments which sha~l b7 ope~ed
a? the Board of Regents deem best for instruction in science,
literature, and the arts, law, medicine, engineering, and
such other departments as they may decide upon." And the
law continues with other statements in that particular
section. So we have in the beginning, of this institution
and.on the law books of the state a representation from the
~eg~slature that they expected at the University of New
bexico, whenever the Regents should decide it was for the
est interest of the state that departments should be
created, including Departm;nt of Medicine.
The University of New Mexico went along for a number of
~ears after the beginning without having a co~lege, real~y,
tr a university of any kind. They actually did not get into
ihe ~Osition where they could call themselves an accredited
Un~titution until about 1919 a number of years after the
The~ the Unive~sity had a Co~lege_
0 ~lversity was created.
in Art~ and Sciences and also add 7d a_division.of Engineer
9 which was engaged in instruction in that field.
in thln the main, people wanting to be doctors ?f medicine
decidodse days--and I was a student here myself in 19?1-e to take whatever premedical courses were available

7
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at this institution, and then they had to apply for dmi sion in the medical schools existing in the Country at tat
particular moment. It was my judgment then, and in looking
back it is my judgment now, that the needs for medical
education were not met at that particular time from 1921
clear on up until we got finished with orld ar II, although
I emphasize, as I will repeat later, that the interest in
medicine sometimes is activated and incited by re son of having a medical institution within range of the students. ~tarting with the period at the end of World Mar II, and due to th
fact that there was a tremendous number of people coming b ck
from the service into our institutions increasing th enrollment of students in the medical schools of the land, we
r
brought to this point which I have suggested to you concerning the bilateral contracts with the University of Colorado.
About that time, also, starting with 1948, I believ
there was a suggestion made in the region on the p rt oft
governors of the eleven western states that a compact should
be entered into by these eleven western states ere ting th
estern Interstate Commission for Higher Education. The ubcommittee was formed as I have indicated and the governor
serving on that subcommittee asked the individu ls within th
several states to serve as representatives on this commit e,
and it was my pleasure and duty to serve on that p rticul r
committee for Governor Mabry.
We went to work on this compact and hired attorney and
brought to the meeting the State Attorney General for the
purpose of forming some of the law which could be pass d s
a compact among the several states. This was done. The
states were then confronted with this legislation, and
Mexico was one of the first five states to join this compact,
~nd the compact provided that five sta~es had to~ ss it in
tr~er to create the compact itself. Since that time ~l
hirteen of the eleven western states, including.Hawaii nd
Alaska , have joined this compact. All of them, 1ncidently,
are.participating in the compact itself to the extent that
it is discerned and the dimensions of it are such that.m di
cal education and the sciences relating to medical tr ining
and education are stated therein as one of the main objects
~f the compact. The compact law provides that there will
C~ a.commission to control the life of the es~er~ Inter tate
emmission for Higher Education, and this commi~sion ha~ thr
ambers from seven states on it, with an Executive Committee
b de up of one representative from each state
It ~as ag in
!en.my privilege and responsibility to serv on this com
ttssion since the time the compact was passed and.s~nce th
s me it was created. It has also been my respo~sib1lity to
t~rve as the Executive Committee member from this state on
at commission. I mention all this again to show you and
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to demonstrate to you that through these twelve years your
President has been in touch and in contact with this medical
problem not only in this state, where we have to resolve the
issues for the students wanting medical training, but in
states where an attempt has been made to create facilities
for this situation.
Out of this estern Interstate Commission for Higher
education have come a number of studies, the most recent of
which is the medical manpower study which was made and published last year, and one which I would like to call to your
attention. This manpower study was under the general supervision of a committee made up of deans of medical colleges
in the western states and also of representatives including
members of the commission to which I have made reference.
~ere again it was my privilege to serve on a committee
interested in this particular problem and I had a lot of
?Xperience in the formulation of the policies which went
into this publication and which is the basis for recommendations which I will make to you later.
I will try to reflect to you what my attitude was at
the time I came onto this committee to make this study. It
was my feeling that Wla-IE--if you don•t mind my using that
short term for the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education--it was my feeling that WiaiE, through th~ c?ntracts that they were promoting and approving on.this intersta~e basis for medical training adequately provided enough
me~ical training for the state of New Mexico. So I went to
this.first meeting of the committee in a prejudiced man~er,
feeling that it was a waste of time and that we should Just
go on with what we were already doing. But after listening
to the summaries which had been accumulated as a result of
these studies I gradually came around to the position that
I would be de;elict in my duty if I did not give particular
attention to this problem insofar as it related to New Mexico.
True, we were giving these students training through the
~ro~ram in the WIQ-iE region. we also had admitted in the
edical colleges of the nation a number of our students, and
~ ~ajority of the qualified students were being admitted from
~~is state. Then I realized that in just five yea:s from.now
e medical colleges of the west would start reducing their
quotas, and when I realized also that it takes a number of
t~ars to establish medical training facilities to the extent
bat loSSes would be replaced or substituted for, then I
bi9an to give very serious consideration to the.whole prow em of medical education in New Mexico. That 1 ~ what I
f~nt to talk to you about today. It has to do with a need
ha~ medical training insofar as doctors ~r7 :onc7rned. It
st to do also with medical training facilities.insofar as
Udents are concerned. It is also concerned with the needs

7
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of the state insofar as medicine is concerned or related to
natural resources or perhaps our indigenous resources in that
respect.
Now, l will ask Mr. Durrie to put up here the situation
in regard to medical manpower at the present time in the west
as we see it.
How about in the back row, there?

Is this available to

you?
MEMBER

It is fine.

POPEJOY This bar chart represents the number of doctors
per hundred thousand people in the eleven western states. By
"the eleven western states," I mean the ones within the borders of the continental United States on the west coast, not
i~cluding Alaska or Hawaii, in the year 1957. Here you will
find that California, Colorado, Oregon, Utah, and Washington
are at the top of the list in number of doctors per hundred
thousand people. There are 157 in California, 143 in Colorado, 121 in Oregon, 120 in Washington, and 120 in Utah, and
these five states are the ones which have the medical schools,
C~lifornia having five and the other states that l have mentioned having one each. And then from there on down you have
the states without any medical schools. Nevada had 96 doctors per hundred thousand people in 1957, Arizona 95, Montana
~5, Idaho 88, Wyoming 81, and New Mexico 78 doctors per every
ne hundred thousand people.
Here you can see that from the point of view of needs
for doctors, New Mexico is at the bottom of the list in the
~~st, and we are practically at the bottom of the list in
1.e nation. You may have lots of questions about this a
ittle later, and I have some things I want to say about it,
too; but to get on with what I want to present to you right
now, I would like to put up here a chart which typifies the
number of applications to medical schools from the eleven
western states.
th Here we have two bars for
he number of applications for
f~~~rtedh thousand and the other
59•
at state, which in this

each state, one representing
medical school training per
representing the admissions
case was for the year 1958-

has Starting again at the top, we find that.Col?rado, which
ad .a ~edical school, had almost eleven applications fo:
pomissi?n in that particular year pe~ hundred thousand in
PUlation, and they had 6.40 admissions.
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Can you read t ese from th~ back? You can see that Utah
is up near the top it 13.04 applicants and 5.38 admissions.
Next, Nevada has 8 .70 applications with 4.7 admissions, and
so forth. One c racteristic which seems rather unusual here
is that California and ashington, both with medical schools,
are down really lo on this list; but perhaps more significant than anything else is the fact that New Mexico again has
the dubious honor of being at the bottom of the list. New
Mexico had 4 . 3 applications per hundred thousand people in
1958 and they actually had 2.41 admissions. It is bad enough
to be the last on th list in the eleven western states, but
it seems orse to be next to the bottom of all the states in
the United States. There is only one state that has a worse
record than this, and that is the State of Maine. Even all
of the southern states, with their low per capita income and
low per ca pita number of students going to college, still are
better than Ne
exico in this regard. It should be stated
that practically all of them have medical schools in the
southern st ates .
Related to this particular chart is something else.
New Mexico in this particular year had .5 of 1% of the popul~ti?n of the country . The state of New York had sixteen
million people, or 10 of the population of the country.
On the basis of popul tion, you would expect a certain number of people going to medical school from those states.
New York not only had 10 of the successful applicants in
the country, but they actually had 13% of the successful
applicants. In other words, if they had gotten their 10%,
they would have had out of this eight thousand one hundred,
8~0 coming from e York in the first year program of medicine in the fall of 1958
Actually they had 13% of the
total. In the case of N;w Mexico if we had received .5.of
1~ of the total
e would have had slightly over 40 admis5:0ns in that p~rticular year
e actually had 19 admissio ns in
· that particular year·• which, of course, again
·
leads to the conclusion that New Mexico not only has the
!ewest doctors but also the fewest applicants ~nd the.fewn!t.admissions not only in the west, but practically in the
c tion. These figures tend to demonstrate to me,.at ~east,
uonclusively that the need for doctors in New Mexi~o is.
r~ently clear and that the need for training stations in
t~is regard in the state of New Mexico is also abundantly
~ ea:• If you trace the correlations in the number of
PPlications to medical schools and the number of doctors
~~r hundred thous nd in the state, y~u w~ll find that
'fere are rather definite relationships in the fact that
!t th? medical school is located in the state you a:e
po~dying, the figures are high in that regard. It 15 also
suint~d out in this manpower study--and this may come das ~
rprise to several of you--that a large number of stu ens
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enrolled in these medical schools come from the state in which
the medical school is located, even in the case of private
medical colleges. I will quote from this study in that regard :
MAll state-owned schools except Vermont either restrict admission to state residents entirely or give residents preference.
Only about 30% of all medical school places go to out-of-state
students. Of the 85 schools, only 23 have an open admission
policy in the sense that they accept 50% or more out-of-state
students. Of the private schools, 14 give preference to
residents of their own states." As a result, you will find t hat
the large majority of the students in these institutions, even
the private ones, come from the states in which the medical
school is located.
If we take a look, then, at the situation regarding
doctors as of today, you will find from the ratio I gave you
that we have 647 doctors. If we only maintain this miserable
:atio which we have, and take into consideration just the
increasing population, we will need 1,106 doctors in 1975,
an increase of 75%. On the other hand, even if we use the
s~aller estimated national rate of population increase, we
will still need 882 doctors in New Mexico by 1975.
To me the need for medical education insofar as the
number of doctors goes and insofar as the number of applicants goes is surely apparent and obvious. You might say
that the nation then might be called upon to supply these
doctors and New Mexico could go along as it has in the past,
but the fact remains that the nation itself needs a tremendous increase in the number of doctors. The increase in
population is apparent in many states of the country. There
?re only a few in the Middle West area where they are losing population• and this increase in population will require
a large number'of additional doctors. It is apparent to me
and to others who have made studies of this particular pro~lem that medical schools will not be able to produce these
~~creases. As a result what will we find in New Mexico
1 we do not do somethi~g about it? We will find that the
~ctual ratio of doctors to the population will de~reas : and
ecrease. Health facilities available to people in this
state wi· 11 be such that you will not have t o wai· t fo ur.
we
haeks to see your eye doctor, as you d~ now, ~ut you will
Itve.to wait months in order to see this particular person.
d will mean that in some counties where we now have one
t~ctor we won, t have any• I could go on indef ini t~ly about
eve problems in this respect. There will com: a time when
ta~n t~e sons of doctors with high grades c~ming from :epu:
t t~e institutions will not be able to get into these insti u ions.
Perhaps the most fascinating question in regard to t he
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establishment of a medical school on this campus or any
other campus has to do with money. I have been close to
that pattern of judgment also, in talking to presidents of
institutions where medical schools exist, and in some instanc
to deans of medical schools who have since become presidents.
Believe me, the news is not always pleasant in regard to
what they have to say about medical schools, in coming back
to this question of the budget. There are only two institutions in the country with 2-year basic science courses in
their state universities, and these are located in North
Dakota and South Dakota. In North Dakota the budget is
444,000 and in South Dakota it is $280,000. Both of them
have 80 students. There is a big difference in the budget
of the two states, but they both have the same enrollment.
It is thought that in the case of New Mexico the budget
recommended by this comrnittee--and it is covered in the
report you have received--for $500,000 is on the high side.
But I should say it is better to be on the high side than
to give you a figure which is low. It might be of intere t
to you to know that the state of Utah with a 4-year medical
school actually has appropriated less than $500,000 per year
f?r the support of that medical school. This is on the low
side. There are many other 4-year institutions with higher
appropriations. There are several reasons for these differences, and I could dwell on that at length, but in the main
~hey have to do with whatever facilities the 4-year school
is able to arrange in regard to hospitals and clinical
facilities. In our own budget we have $500,000 for the
year in which we start and for the years which follow for
the 2-year basic science program, and it is estimated that
"
100,000 would come from student fees and another $50 ,000
'-'
!0 r a few years would come from other states paying this
interstate exchange rate that we have been paying ourselv s·
and, incidently we could spend some of that money on our
~~n medical sch~ol. we would not be able to save it all,
thwever, because we would expect our students to go on to
ese regional schools and we would, in turn, pay for the
cost of instruction in that regard.
f
A building budget has been contemplated on the basis
rs $500,000 to $2,000,000. The reason I men~ion $500,000
5 that we are definitely assured of a starting point of
b ~O,ooo from one of the foundations, and we hope that the
sa ance of this fund could be raised in that respect. It
c~Oul? also be stated at this time that we are reas~nably
ofrtain of this to the extent of making this a contingency
costhe school, that a foundation will underwrite the to~al
inct~ of the medical school for the fir~t five years, which
thel?ates the interest the nation has in the program and
interest the foundations have, also.
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I am hurrying along. I hope you don't feel I have
neglected some of the statements, and I will be glad to
answer questions but one of the notes I have made here which
leads me into another phase of this presentation has to do
with objections which are heard not only on this campus but
on many other campuses, and I thought I would deal with
some of them. The statement has been made that medical
schools and deans of medical colleges have insatiable appetites
for money. I think this probably can be proven to some extent.
Tied right to this statement of insatiable appetite is the
statement that this money which has to be supplied to these
hungry people will come out of our salaries and our building
fund and the resources which we normally expect to come our
way. Therefore, our buildings will not be built and our
salaries will be kept low. Another comment is often heard
~hat the medical school is a tool of the medical profession
in that these doctors can raise their own prestige by being
members of the faculty. I would like to treat some of these
things briefly for you because I have heard these and you
have heard them, and, in fact, I have made them myself before I got further into this thing.
With a thought that you would be interested in this in
~her ways, and with your permission, I will not take over
five minutes on this next phase. I will ask John again to
put up some charts here. I had this chart made for the
Board of Educational Finance, and you can see t~at some
effort has gone into it
You can perhaps identify these
different colors. This.chart represents the buildings on
the University of New Mexico campus in the fall of 1959.
T~e yellow legend here represents the new structures built
since 1948. There are some 26 new structures listed here
as having been built since 1948.
0

Now, sometimes presidents are accused of tal~in9 out o!
both sides of their mouths, but a president has difficulty in
~alking out of both sides of his mouth about what has happened
in the past and the policies that have been in effect. I
sho~ld like to get up on the board here the policy the ~niversity of New Mexico has followed in reference to building
so that you can determine whether or not we have tried to.
meet the needs we saw at that time in a reasonable a~d !air
~anner. If you break down the different kinds of bu1ld1n~s
f~to three categories which seems reasonable here, you will
bl~d ~uildings devoted to instruction and research, other
Ulldings devoted to housing, and the next group devo7ed
to what we call services. You will find that New Mex1~0 since
1?48 has spent six million dollars for the housing of instruc~ion.and research, five and three-quarter million dollars for
ousing and $3,600,000 for services. If you want to find.out
what the administration was doing in regard to making choices
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of which buildings should be built first we can take these
figures: In 1948 the Pharmacy building; in 1949 the Business Research building; in 1950 the Civil Engineering building; 1951 Mitchell Hall constructed; 1 52 Biology building
constructed; 1 52 Chemistry structure; 1 52 Law building; 1 52
Physics and Meteorities building; 1 53 Electrical Engineering
building; 1 53 Geology building; 1 56 Observatory; 1 57 Research
Center purchased; 1957 Speech building purchased.
Thi~ was the order in which these buildings were constructed, and you can see that that emphasizes for you that
what was built at that time was based upon what we saw as a
need. There were temporary buildings all over this campus.
In them we had chemistry, biology, geology, and a number of
other departments. We also found that our classrooms other
than Laboratory classrooms were being housed in temporary
buildings. That is wny Mitchell Hall came into existence.
On and on we built on that basis. This doesn't represent
what we said we would do; it represents what we did do in
that regard •
. I should like to show you over here under"housing" that
the income from these housing structures was used to pay off
the bonds. And over here under it services II you will find
every one of these on the same basis. The bonds were issued
and they are being paid off through use of the buildings.
Honestly, we have students who believe that this money came
out of the hides of the departments of the University. But
wi~h $120,000 we were able to put five floors i~ the library
which doubled our stack space at that time. This was due in
the main to the fact that the walls were already constructed
and we simply had to fill in the floors.
This is all history, and I bring it to your attention
bec?use of the fact the question might be raised that the
medical center and the medical building will rob or take
away some of the other departments' funds. We have one
building authorized by the Regents for the architect to proceed, and that is the Fine Arts Center, which will cost four
and a half million dollars and which we believe will be
completed in the next two ~r three years. Additionally,.the
Regents have been asked to name architects for an education
an~ classroom building and another building for the.social
Sci:n~es has been ask for in that regard, and a ~usiness
~ministration building; and, not finally but mainly.because
at comes under another category, there is a request in for .
~ addition to the library to the extent of $2,000,000. This
~l~ls out a program of construction not only of what has been
MUilt but what we plan to build in the next few years ahead.
•any of these are synonymous, as I explained.
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Now, this question of salary is really a difficult one.
There is some empirical evidence that would be heavy on my
side if 1 told you this medical school would not have any
serious effects in the way of reduction upon your own salary.
There is also some other evidence which is on the other side.
There are a number of state universities in the country with
medical schools that pay the highest salaries in the nation
both to the medical schools and to the regular faculty. If
you take the states in the Mountain States area that do not
have medical schools, with the exception of New Mexico, you
will find that they have the lowest salaries in the eleven
western states. I would like to say at this moment that it
is my judgment that a medical school unit in itself will
encourage higher salaries all across the board for the whole
University. It will bring to the University support from the
pe~ple in the state who really have lobbying power. This is
a Judgment. It is also my judgment that in the case of the
professional schools which have been created in the past in
this University, where this same argument was made, it has
not been demonstrated that there has been a depression of
salaries in other departments; on the contrary, there seems
to be evidence that there has been aid to the general salary
structure. I would be unfair to you if I said medical school
salaries would be in line with other salaries on the campus.
Studies have been made all over the nation, and there is not
a.single place where medical salaries are on the same plane
with the rest of the faculty. They are higher. Some other
professional schools' salaries are also higher. I don't
wa~t ~nyone to feel that this is a plan that would.bring a
unit in here paying almost identical salaries, or in th 7 same
ra~ge. There is also some thought about what organization.
~his medical school would take in the hierarchy of the administrat~on of the University. The American Medi?al Asso?iation
Education Committee and the Association of American Medical
Colleges have both suggested for state medical scho?ls ~hat
they be located on the university campuses and not in cities
away from university campuses, if this is at all possible.
They !eel that bringing the medical school on the campus and
ass?ciating it ' with the university does a great deal for the
~~fl~al school itself and that there is an exchange of fruitideas in that regard.
es I~ will be our purpose, if this medical school.is
tw~ablished, to engage the services of a dean who will work
or ~hree years on this general proposal b7fore any faculty
member is employed and we will indicate to him that he represents the University of New Mexico in the same light as any
other dean represents the University of New Mexico, and that
:e want that unit to become a part of the Unive~sity formally
and serve out its purposes in that regard •. I~ is true that
number of departments in the University impinge closely
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upon the work of the medical school. Pharmacy, the science
departments, and perhaps some of the social science departments have become involved in this area. But I do want to
assure you that we plan to have on this 2-year faculty members who will be full time in their basic interest and not
employed as part-time people. This will take us down the rod
until we have a 4-year institution. You do then have to
engage some clinical faculty people, but these also in the
main in the medical schools are full-time members of the
medical staff.
In conclusion, if I should be allowed to make a judgment as to the University of New Mexico's history--and here
I am surely not an expert--! believe I could make the observation that the professional schools of this institution
geared and based around the College of Arts and Sciences
have created a total University picture which gives to thi
state and will give to this state fully and adequately the
units of a complex university which will serve the purposes
of the state. These professional colleges and the Coll ge
of Arts and Sciences complement each other. They ar engag d
constantly in cross fertilization and fermentation, re lly,
on the total educational pattern of the institution. If you
look into the history of these professional schools which h v
been established since the College of Arts and Scienc
c me
into existence, you will find that they have had a turbu ent
history at times and their creation was often on the basis o
acrimony and debate and sometimes there was indication on th
part of some of the faculty that they would like to do a ay
with s~me of them. The Engineering Department came along
early in this institution and has surely served a useful pur
pose. Then we did not have another college created for
long time until finally in the 1920 1 s when the College of
Education came into view in the interest of teacher development and public education which was a prime factor in that
mov e. Then Fine Arts was ' the next college created. The
1
eadership for this college came from Dr. Zimmerman, the
ire?ident of the University, who felt the indigenous character
t~tics.of the state insofar as the arts were c~ncerned eant
the University should have a college of this kind. This was
st~ ~ollege that later brought a committee into study which
it ~ied whether or not we should do away with ~t.
ow, today,
ls one of the most distinguished in the nation.
Ph Pharmacy came along as a result of the post-war period.
i arm~cy, Law, and Business Administration came along almost
w:mediately after the war. The other day at a eeting I said
had objections to the Law School not only from the faculty
a~~ th 7 lawyers in this city--and particularly the lawy!rs,.
t
said they did not want a shoddy law school in thi in tiUtion. They wanted one that had books in the library and
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one that would measure up to the schools from which they had
been graduated. The vote on that issue was close in the Bar
Association, but it carried. I don't need to say this, I
think, but it is true that the Law School of the University
of New Mexico has brought great prestige to this state, and it
certainly is not and has not been a shoddy institution, and
neither are any of the professional schools which have been
created.
We have said to these deans and we will continue to say
this, "We want you to look upon yourself as the first attribute
of this unit and bring faculties to these units which will
build the prestige of these units and of the institution.'
There has been only one college created during the time that
I have been President. That was the College of Nursing. Perhaps I should say here that my own plan was to strengthen the
colleges that we had. When it was felt the College of ursing
was needed, the administration encouraged the idea of the Policy
Committee's representing this to you in a faculty meeting.
Perhaps just as important as the creation of these colleges has been the development of a Graduate School. It was
a basic step in history for this institution when we decided
to embark upon the Ph.D. program. This was encouraged by
~o~ A~amos when they felt this University and others could
Join in a program in the sciences. Dr. Zimmerman and others
felt that it would be wise to incorporate into the Ph.D. program.some of our other departments, too, such as Anthropology,
Sp~n1~h, and History. I can indicate one occasion of his
thin~i~g in this particular respect. We had an auditor
~xamining the University and his activities seemed to run
.eyond the normal concepts of auditing, and he declared openly
in the report itself that the University should do away with
~he Anthropology Department because the cost per credit hour
~n a~thropology was so high--as a matter of fact, it was.four
r five times as high as the next department. But Dr! zi~er~a~ s answer to this particular criticism went something like
bhis: "Yes, the cost of the Anthropology Department i~ high,
ut we took a calculated risk in this respect. We decided e
want:d to build a department related to the resources of this
harticular state•" Then he went to Yale and brought Dr. Spier
b~~e and it cost a lot of money, and these ~osts moun~ed up;
na .today this department has a low per capita cost with a
tt1onal reputation· and the wisdom of Dr. Zimmerman and others
a that time have b~en fully justified.

t
I mention these incidents to you to show that in the hist~!Y
of this institution there have been occasions_simila~ to
ti one we are now discussing in the history of this institu:

f1·.increase
In my judgment the two-year medical
the number of doctors in the

1

school in New exico
state. If we should
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decide positively to move on with this particular unit, it
would be four years before we would open the doors to the unit.
It would be another four years before the first student enrolled could be graduated from this school, and it would be
another four years before he would come back as a doctor. If
we decide here to trigger the action on this school, the dividends would not be receivable for another twelve years. If
we are going to make judgments as of today, we should keep in
mind what the doctor supply will be twelve years from now.
There are not many professions in the State of New Mexico which have 650 people practicing. There are not many
professions which will need 1,200 of these individuals in
1975. But there are other resources I would like to mention
as well. This would bring to the University, perhaps, the
last major professional school we will want to include in our
curriculum. It will encourage research in certain needed
areas which are related. The infant mortality rate in New
Mexico is the highest in the Nation. A medical school could
solve or try to solve this problem. There are problems related to our dry climate and our high altitude which could
also be the subject for research in the medical school.
e
have also in New Mexico and in Arizona an opportunity to
study the placid life lived by the Indians on the one hand
~nd the tense life of others. Atomic medicine is coming
~nto existence. Surely a medical school would want to work
in tha~ area which is indigenous to this part o~ the country.
And, finally, their interest in public health will be such,
1 believe, that the whole level in that respect will go up.
It ~s my judgment that the posture of the University of New
~exico will be less if we do not have a medical school. It
l~ my judgment that the posture of New Mexico and the Univer~ity of New Mexico will be improved greatly !f wed? establish
ne, even though we do not receive the benefits of it for
another twelve years. It is also my judgment that the Legislature of the state of New Mexico will actively support an
a~propriation for the medical school and that this appropriation will not impinge upon or hurt the appropriation for the
:~st.of the campus. I am of the opinion personally, after
e rkin~ in this field for years in the legislature that ~he
stablishment of a medical school will add to your salaries
and to the prestige of the entire faculty.
I e I a~ sure that you can tell from what.I have said that
Co~!husiastically support the recommendations of the Policy
ittee. Thank you very much.
RIED

ls there any discussion?

think you mentioned
ther WEIHOFEN May I ask a question? I2-year
program.
e are only two states that have a
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POPEJOY

Yes.

There is a third one at Dartmouth.

WEIHOFEN I believe from the report of the Committee that
they felt the 2-year program was not what they wanted. May
I ask what is the current thinking as you gather it from the
medical profession on the desirability of the 2-year program?
POPEJOY There has been almost a complete shift in
national thinking in the sense that they have found in studies
that there is about a ten per cent attrition between the beginning student and the end of the second year, and people
finishing the 2-year basic science units can go almost automatically into these 4-year institutions.
In the case of Dartmouth, for example, out of twentythree students, twenty-two went to Harvard and one went to
Yale. The University of North Dakota and the University of
South Dakota had no difficulty in getting their people in.
It is Dr. Darley's judgment that there is room not only for
one but for sixteen 2-year basic units in the nation.
PROFESSOR WALKER Mr. President, it seems to me there
is m?re tendency towards the 2-year science school. At
Florida I think the 4-year medical school has a 2-year program which is an introduction to its 4-year medical program.
Johns Hopkins is moving in this way, too. It has the 4-year
school, but is also putting in the 2-year program. New
Brunswick in Canada is doing the same thing, because in some
studies we know what the building costs are •
. I also believe you missed an important point you ~rought
ou~ in the Administrative Committee meeting, and that is while
this chart shows 78 physicians or 79 in the state, there are
~~ly 60 that are practicing. This is an important c?nsideraion. If we have 133 per hundred thousand in the United
~t?tes, then because of retirements and those in federal
nits, 79 does not represent a true picture of what e can
expect in the state but it is rather about 60 per hundred
thousand.
'
t

POPEJOY This is true, Mr. Walker, but it is also true
hat the figures I used are comparable figures for th other
~tates. If we reduced them for New Mexico then we ould have
0 reduce them for the other States.

WALKER But I don't think we would have to reduce them
by the same percentage.
foun PO~EJOY I indicated to you that I thought there was a
dation that would underwrite this matter for 5-year •
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But I do want to say that it will be our policy to go to
the Legislature the next time and ask for a nominal appropriation. The only reason that we are doing that is so that the
legislators themselves will take cognizance of this institution. I wouldn 1 t want you to find out later that we were
going up there and asking for just a small appropriation.
PROFESSOR REEVE Mr. President, I want to ask where
you got this word "WIOiE 11 •
POPEJOY
cation."

"Western Interstate Commission for Higher Edu-

REEVE This is the first time that I have ever been bewitched by a report.
. POPEJOY
right.

If you will just stay that way, it will be all

PROFESSOR VERNON Mr. President, recently in the paper
the:e was some comment calling for the establishment of a
regional medical school.
POPEJOY That leads me to make another observation.
I am quite sure if I were a faculty member I would feel a
lit~le bit indifferent about this proposal, possibly, after
seeing all of the reports in the press before you have had
a chance to talk about it. It so happens that when you
~ring people in from the outside and deal with the legisators and the other agencies and begin to make studies
t~at you ~annot keep it out of the press. And t~is precipitat!d, incidently, the statement that you had in mind
th~t in this particular report it was thought the be~t
thing to do would be to have the states create a regional .
school. One principle involved in this is based upon experience. I took up with the University of Arizona the thought
that we might have a joint survey made of the two states.
We had an almost immediate reply from that state over there
J~a~ they felt they would just go their own way. W! have
Clded the regional school is fine for the state within
~hich the regional school is located. The other stat!s
.~n•t want their people to vote for it. They are against
l a really.
RIED

Any further question or discussions?

MEMBER

Question.

RIED The question has been called for.
(The r of the motion signify by saying "aye• 11
re were no "noes.")

favo

Those in
Those opposed?
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The motion is carried.
Is there any further business to come before the Faculty
at this time? If not, are there any announcements?
If there are none, then a motion to adjourn is in order.
Adjournment, 5:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepresentati ves of the Liaison Comm.i ttee on Medical 2ducation vis1 tea
the University of New Mexico on February 15 - 16, 1960 . The visitinG
team was made up of Dr. Ward Darley, Executive Director and Dr. John
A. D. Cooper, Assistant Secretary representing the Association of
American Medical Colleges and Dr. Clark Wescoe, Vice Chairman and
~r . Wa~ter S. Wiggins, Secretary, representing the Council on Medical
~ducation and Hospitals of the American Medical Association.
The visit was made at the request of President Thomas Popejoy to stud~
the feasibility of establishing a program of medical education in
Albuquerque as a part of the University of New Mexico. President
Popejoy's invitation was concurred in and endorsed by: the Board of
Regents of the University; the Honorable John Burroughs, Governor of
New Mexico; the Honorable Maurice Sanchez, Chairman of the City Commis s1vJ
of Albuquerque; the New Mexico Medical Society; and the Bernalillo Coun,1
Medical Association .
During the visit the Liaison Team had the opportunity to meet with the
Board of Regents and representatives of: the University faculty and
administration; the State and County Medical Societies; the State Legislature; the City of Albuquerque; and the Board of Trustees and Medical
Staff of Bernalillo County - Indian Hospital and the Medical Staffs and
Administrators of the private hospitals in Albuquerque. Visits were ma.de
to the educational facilities of the Departments of Biology and Psycholog~
and the School of Pharmacy. A tour was arranged of the County - Indian
Hospital.
THE NEED

There has been deep concern at the national level about the supply of
physicians to provide for the medical needs of a growing America. This
concern is especially pertinent for the rapidly expanding popula~ion 7n
the West where much of the growth projected for the next generation will
~ake place. Already this region suffers from a shortage.o~ physic~ans
in over half of the states.
New Mexico with 60.8 practicing physicians
per 100,000 population occupies the most unfavorable position among the
we~tern states in this regard. Even in the principal city, Albuquerque,
which has about one quarter of the state's population there are only 91, 5
~ra~ticing physicians per l00,000 population. Experience has shown that
lillmigration of physicians into the state bas not been sufficient to
alleviate the present shortage and the predicted increasing scarcity of
physicians nationwide does not give promise that this source will be
adequate for the even greater future demands in New Mexico. The state
increased in population fro~ 531,818 in 1940 to 940,000 in 1958. Informed
experts predict that the population will further increase to 1,500,000 by
1970.
The necessity of taking measures on both a local and regional basis to
meet this problem of physician shortage is clear . In 1956 the Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) undertook a study of
- 1 -

the medical oanpower and medical education resources in the \·J est. The:
report of the Committee in 1959 pointed up the shortages and recommended
that one approach to alleviating the deficiency of physicians would be
the immediate and substantial expansion in the number of medical educational facilities.
Of the twelve western states, only five have medical schools: Californi a
with three private and two public schools; and Washington, Oregon,
Utah and Colorado with one each. The West has been a debtor region in
providing education for medicine and it is only because of immigra t ion
of substantial numbers of physicians that the present level of medical
care is possible.
Since 1953 WICHE has sponsored a medical exchange program which provides
opportunities for students from member states who do not have a medical
school to receive their medical education in the West. If a student is
accepted by one of the nine western schools, he pays the usual res i dent
tuition and his state pays $2,000 to the school to help defray the costs
of his education. Over 500 students have attended medical school under
the provisions of the program. The WICHE program has served an i mportan t
role in permitting a wider group of students to prepare themselves f or th
practice of medicine, but it has not created any additional places. Ther e
is some concern that increasing pressures from applicants in states with
medical schools will decrease the number of places available to New Mexico
students under the WICHE program.
COMMENT: There is little argument against the need for a larger number
of physicians to care for the rapidly expanding population in the West.
New Mexico already has an unfavorable ratio of physicians to population
which promises to grow worse as the state population increases. Creation
of additional places for education of medical students in the West is
important if the area is to discharge its responsibilities to increasing
the national pool of physicians. New Mexico appears to be one of the
Western states that has the financial and educational resources to conside~ establishing a medical school.
A medical school would have other benefic i a 1 e ff ec ts on the total health
needs of the State and e ion. By sponsoring a quality program of postgraduate education for ;h;sicians in the State it could play a role in
raising the standards of medical practice. The opportunities for this
continuing education might make the State more attractive to physicians
as a place to practice. The training of paramedical personneidw~uldl
help alleviate a shortage of nurses and technicians which wou
eve op
in an area of rapidly expanding medical care.
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The University of New Mexico was established by an act of the Territorial Legislature in 1889. It is the largest of the seven institutions 01
higher education in the State with approximately half of the total enrollment of 14,808 students.
The University is fully accredited
Colleges and Secondary Schools and
tion of American Universities. It
of Graduate Study and Research and
Schools.

by the North Central Association of
has received approval of the Associais a member of the Midwest Conference
the Western Association of Graduate

A board of Regents appointed by the Governor of the State bas responsibility for the University. The five Regents are appointed for a six-year
term on a staggered basis; the Governor and Superintendent of Public
Instruction are ex officio members of the Board. At present the appointed members of th;-Board are as follows: Mr. Finlay MacGillivray, President, Albuquerque, Businessman; Dr. Ralph R. Lopez, Vice President,
Santa Fe, Dentist; Dr. Lawrence H. Wilkinson, Secretary-Treasurer,
Albuquerque, Physician; Mr. Howard C. Bratton, Roswell, Attorney;
Dr. Dorothy Woodward , Albuquerque, Professor Emeritus of History. There
apparently has been little political influence in selecting the Board.
All of the members are highly respected, public spirited citizens.
The University has 41 instructional departments in eight colleges. The
colleges, their date of organization, and the number of undergraduate
degrees awarded in the academic year 1958-59 are as follows:
Arts and Sciences (1898)

191

Engineering

(1906)

126

Education

(1928)

168

Fine Arts

(1936)

25

Pharmacy

(1945)

11

Law

(1947)

27

Business Admin.

(1947)

55

Nursing

(1955)

_!1

615
Th

e

Of!:;!

Of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technol University offers the degree
in cooperation with certain hospitals in Bernalillo County.

The total enrollment for the first semester 0 f the academic year 1959-60
is 7,284. In 1958-59 the source of students is as follows:
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Residents of New Mexico
(Residents of Bernalillo County
Residents of other states
Residents of foreign countries

87%
65%)
12%
1%

It is estimated that by 1970 the enrollment will reach 15,000 in the
University of New Mexico and another 15,000 will be enrolled in other
colleges and universities in the state.
A Graduate School was organized in 1919 for the purpose of encouraging
graduate work and independent investigation in the particular fields in'
which New Mexico offers exceptional opportunities. At the present the
doctorate is being offered in 13 departments and the master's degree in
34 departments. Enrollment in the Graduate School in the fall of 1959
was 1,488. In the academic year 1958-59, the University conferred 13
Doctorates of Philosophy and 157 Master's degrees.
Graduate centers were established in 1956 at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and in 1957 at the Holloman Air Force Missile Development
Center near Alamogordo. These two units bring into the educational prog:am outstanding scientists working in the area of nuclear physics and
missile development.
Legislative statutes of the State of New Mexico specifically provide for
the possibility of a medical school at the University.
RESEARCH
In the academic year 1958-59, the University budgeted $112,580 from
internal funds for research. In addition there were 71 research projec t s
in 15 departments sponsored by extramural agencies, foundations and industrial companies. The total funds available from these sources was
$1,792,659. A medicinal Chemistry Research Laboratory in the Department
of Chemistry was constructed through matching funds from NIH. The Laboratory's work involves synthesis of compounds of potential physiological
activity.

,

..

FACULTY
The Faculty of the University is composed of 366 full-time and part-time
members with the rank of instructor through professor . . (There.are 277
full-time equivalents). In addition there are 19 teaching assistants,
93 graduate assistants and 71 research assistants and associates.
In the report of a survey of the University made in 1958 , Dr. J.HdN~!s~n,
Dean of the Graduate School of the University of Kansas, commented a
he was strongly impressed by the competence of the faculty.tii:er:nu~a~f
8
tional
attainments placed the institution
quar
th
Th in the
tio upper
of students
to f acu lt Y
era
e North Central Association members.
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was considered to be unfavorable according to NCA s tandar ds but this has
not resulted in serious problems because of the high faculty morale.
Dean Nelson felt the institution merited an unusually high rating on th
score of educational planning and the effective use made of such planning.
The great source of strength is f ound in the University Faculty which is
composed of all professors, associate professors, assistant professors
and instructors. The University Faculty is not only given authority to
act on the creation of new divisions and departments and colleges, on
the formulation of institutional aims, and on curricular matters of
institutional concern, but also to determine policies governing such
matters as faculty appointments and tenure.
The faculty salaries are high in comparison to other universities in
the mountain region and they have risen markedly in the past decade. Th
policy regarding academic freedom and tenure adopted by the University
Faculty, t he Administration and the Board of Regents in 1948 is set down
in considerable detail and guarantees fair treatment to the teaching
staff in all its relationships to the University according to Dean N 1 on .
The faculty is permitted sabbatical leaves with part pay . An improv d
system of retirement was instituted in 1957 which is compulsory for the
full-time faculty. There are other benefits such as life insurance and
accident and disability insurance.
During the fiscal year 1959, current funds, revenues and expenditures,
excluding capital outlay income and expenditures, were $6,891,584 and
$6,770,019, respectively. The breakdown is as follows:
INCOME
--

Educational and general
Student fees
State appropriations
Endowment
Sales, services and mi scellaneous

$ 1,173,600
$ 3,228,912
52 , 000
206,072

$ 4,660,584
Organized activities re lated
to instruction
Non educational
Auxiliary enterprises

249,000
665,000
~ 1,317,000

$

$ 6,891,584
EXPENDITURES

Educational and general
Administration and general
Instructional
Organized research
Extension
Libraries
Plant operation and maintenance

609,358
$
2,816,400
$
70,075
84,336
221,050
685 , 500
$ 4,486,719

Organized activities related
to instruction
Non educational
Auxiliary enterprises

$

474,000
656,600
1.152. 700

$ 6,770,019
- 5 -

The approved current funds budget for fiscal year 1960 ainoun~s to
$7,925,000. This is exclusive of capital outlay income .
CCMMENTS The University appears to be a strong ins ti tut ion with a
capable and energetic administration, a competent faculty and a Board
of Reg~nts with deep concern for the welfare of the institution . The
three are working harmoniously and effectively in meeting the challenges
presented by a rapidly growing student body. The interest of the Uni versity in health problems is evidence of its sensitivity to the welfar~
of the citizens of the State and region. It is the feeling of the
survey team that the University could provide a good academic environment for a medical school .
ENDORSEMENT
University Faculty. The Liaison Team met for one and a half h0urs witt
Dr . Edward F. Castetter, Academic Vice President, Dr. G. L. Baker,
Chairman of the Policy Committee and Dr . L. D. Potter , Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Biology. It was agreed that the facul ty
as a whole recognized the growing need of the State for a medical
school, and the feeling was expressed that many faculty members favored
the establishment of a school at the University. Those faculty members
who have raised objections have done so largely because of their concen.
about the expense of the school and the possibility that funds needed
for development of other segments of the University might be channeled
into the medical school . Dr . Baker felt that the Policy Comnittee and
the University Faculty would approve the establishment of the me~ical
school if the question were presented to them. Dr . Potter explained
that the size and present responsibilities of his faculty would not
permit them to assume obligations for any additional course work
related to the program of medical education .
T~ ADMINISTRATION President Popejoy and Vice President Castetter have
given their wholehearted endorsement to the plan . Much of the lead~rship in planning for the establishment of a medical schoo~, in seek~~
consultation on implementation of the plan, and in exploring possibi~ities of financial aid from foundations has been provided by the Presiden· ·
He feels that it is a clear responsibility of the Un~v~rsity to take ~he
lead in helping the State solve its problems of physician shortages b~
developing opportunities for medical education.
THE BOARD OF REGENTS A conference was held with the Boar~ of R~gen~s
at the end of the last day of the visit for an info~_discus:~~~rof
the findings of the Liaison Survey Team. The Board indicate~
·t
support for the plan to establish a Medical School at the Univer~i y.
They a greed with President Popejoy and the Ch~irman ~f the In!::~the
Committee on Medical Education of the New Mexico L~g1slaturel would
Legislature' when made a.ware of ·tbe need for a meru cal schoo '
support the program.
-

r, -
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!H~ LEGISLATURE The Liaison Conmittee met on the afternoon of the first
day with an Interim Committee on Medical Education of the New Mexico
~tate Legislature. The Committee was appointed in response to a memorial
introduced by Senator Tibo Chavez. He was appointed Chairman of the
Committee made up of the following members from the Senate and House:
The Honorable Tibo Chavez, Chairman, Belen, Lawyer
The Honorable Fred Cole, Artesia, Banker
The Honorable Ed Marchant, Albuquerque, Businessman
The Honorable Dr. Richard H. Pousma, Gallup, Physician
The Honorable Dr. M. S. Smith, Clovis, Dentist
The Committee was joined by Mr. Clay Buchanan, Director, Legislature
Reference Bureau and Mr. Richard Folmar, Assistant Director. The meeting
was friendly, spirited and produced much discussion and questioning by
the Legislators. The Committee was apparently unanimously in favor of
the proposal to establish a medical school. Chairman Tibo Chavez felt
that if the citizens of the State were made aware of the need for medical
education there would be little difficulty in getting legislative support
for the undertaking. several of the Legislators made public statements
about the desirability of considering a four-year school in the immediate
future.
THE MEDICAL SOCIETY The initial conference of the visit was a four-hour
meeting with Dr. Lewis overton, President of the New Mexico Medical
Society, Dr. Omar Legant, President of the Bernalillo County Medical
Association, Dr. Stanley J. Leland, Director of the State Department of
Health, and the Advisory Committee on Medical Education of the New
Mexico Medical Society made up of the following members:
Dr. Albert L. Maisel, Chairman, Albuquerque
Dr. Burgess Gordon, Albuquerque
Dr. Fred Hanold, Albuquerque
Dr. Robert Massey, Albuquerque
Dr. Arthur Fischer, Las Cruces
The Honorable Dr. Richard H. Pousma, Gallup
The entire
k f
bl of the proposal to start a Medical
groupl
spotei
avohriach
ythe State Society has taken formally was
School. Theon y ac on w
th University
to receive the report in 1957 of an Advisory Committee to
el
Th
f N
bl. hm t of a medical schoo •
e
0
ew Mexico regarding the esta is en
h d
Committee did not have a formal meeting and the 0 i~n~~n~ 9;;r~0 g:t~~e
by correspondence. The Committee was not favorab d
f the time and
year school which it was felt ran counter to tren s O
d t
which could,not serve as effectively as a center for postgra ua e
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education of physicians in the State. Although they did not feel a four
year school was advisable at that time they foresaw the need for one as
the population increased and they urged the University to continue to
investigate the advisability of such a school. The new Advisory Committee has only recently been appointed and has not had an opportunity
for reconsideration of the question of a medical school in the light of
subsequent developments. From the tenor of the discussions with th
Liaison Team it would appear likely that the Committee will presen t a
favorable report to the State Society. The action of that body could
not be predicted since it has not really squarely faced the issue in h
past. Efforts will be made to bring the matter up for consideration at
the May, 1960 meeting of the Society so that a formal statement may be
issued.
In a discussion of the probable necessity for permitting goegraphic full
time clinical faculty menbers of the medical school to earn income from
the care of paying patients referred by practicing physicians, no objections were voiced. The Committee predicted acceptance of the prop sal if
only consultation practice was involved and the number of patients conformed to those actually required in the educational program.
THE PRIVATE HOSPITALS OF ALBUQUERQUE A meeting was held with the
administrators and medical staff presidents of five private hospitals
and the Bernalillo County - Indian Hospital. The meeting was chaired by
the Honorab le M<-.urice Sanchez, Chair.man of the Albuquerque City Council.
Most of the tirue was devoted to an explanation cf the function of the
Liaison Co!IllDittee and its two Councils and the f unctions and responsibili·
ties of teaching hospitals affiliated with a med ical school. The.only
questions from the floor related to the -1nanci.d arrangements which
might be expected with a medical school if private patients were used
for teaching purposes. Apparently there had been a.feeling that hospital
deficits might be relieved by payments from the medical school budget.
The mutually advantageous benefits of the relationships between a
medical school and its teaching hospitals were discussed and the responsibilities and role of a teaching hospital spelled out in ~etalil.h Thlere
1 of the medica sc oo
was no formal action of approval or di sapprova
proposal by the group.
medical school appears to be well
COMMENT The idea of establishing a
.
f
it, and administra·
received by the representatives of the Univers~ti tac~ YNo opposition of
tion, the medical profession and the State Legi~t: ~:p;esentatives of
any note was encountered during conversations wi
favorable no absoany of these groups. Although the prospectsi~!~e~~ the large; groups
lute predictions can be made about the react
which were represented by committees during the visit.
d the President take formal
FINANCIAL SUPPORT. If the Boardf ofd:~:1n~:u::tion at the University of
action to initiate a program o me
vision adequate financial
New Mexico it must be assumed that they ~n
t to the University by
support. The recent history of financia s~~i~rconclusion. The Liaison
the Legislature would seem to substantiate i .
capital outlay for a
Team indicated that in the i r j ud gment them nimum
i
ach of the two classes
basic science building to serve 50 students n e
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would be $2,000,000 to ~2 , 500,000 depending on building costs and the
type of facility required for the educational program envisioned . An
annual operating budget, exclusive of project research of $500 000 was
considered minimal .
'
'
The University plans to divert some of the funds currently being used
to subsidize education of state citizens under the WICHE program for
support of the medical school. This at present could amount to $50,0 0
per year. ~n addition it is estimated that $80,000 annually might be
realized under the WICHE program by accepting students from other
western states.
If the University enters into an agreement with the Bernalillo CountyIndian Hospital for its use as a teaching hospital, some financial
assistan::e for the clinical faculty might be expected from the approximately $92,000 in professional fees derived from the Indian Service
for care of Indian patients.
A proposal for financial assistance has been submitted to the Kellogg

Foun•ation . The University is requesting major support during a threeyear formative period and supplementation of state appropriations over
an additional two years when classes have matriculated. The Foundation
is also being asked to provide funds to help in the construction of a
basic science building. After the five-year period it is assumed that
the costs of the program would be borne by appropriation and student
fees .
Several of the groups suggested that the appropriation for the ~edical
school be separate from the other appropriation for the University. It
was felt that this might facilitate obtaining adequate rui:1ds to operate
the school and would allay any fears from other colleges in the University that funds were being diverted from their requirements.

COMMENT:

It was the feeling of the Liaison Team that adequate financing
for a two-year medical program could be obtained from tax monies,
foundation support, contract with WICHE, and student fees. ~fter the
school receives approval it will be eligible for NIH catego:ic~l grants
~or teaching and support from AMEF and NFME . It might be difficult
innnediately to procure adequate financing for a fou:-year ~chool but
as the population grows and the per capita income rises this would
probably not then be difficult .
STUDENTS:
The Medical School will be a regional institution and will accept students from all the western states and if need be, from other states as
Well .
The number of applications and admissions of students from :e.state of
New Mexico to medical schools in the United States and Cana
is as
follows :
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Yea.c

Application

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
195'7
1958

39
35
25
35

37
27
35

33
?

AdrniSS.lOD b

16
22
1~
13 ·

19
12
20

19
19

it is fel t that several factors will bring about an inc rease in the
number of applicants to medical schools from New Mexico . Because of
t he rapidly increasing population, particularly by i mmi gration of lar~l
numbers of professional and technical personnel into the Stat e, it is
reasonable to anticipate a larger number of applicants . Experience in
other states has shown that the availability of medical educat ion in the
state increases the percentage of college students attracted to medicine
as a career. At the present time New Mexico ranks next to t he lowest of
t~e states in the number of entering medical students per 1()(), 000 populat106n, for the year 1958- 59, 2 . 2 in contrast to the national ave rage of
• • The presence of a medical school and an active recruitment campaign would in all probability increase considerably t he i ntere st in
medicine .
'rhe relative paucity of places in medical schools in the West suggests
that a considerable number of students can be attracted from states in
the WICHE organization . The University anticipates 25 to 30 students
from this source .
COMMENT: It would appear that a strong medical school at the Univer sity
?f New Mexico could expect to fill a class of 50 students, especially
if severe geographic restriction were not imposed on the appli cants .
In keeping with the philosophy that has prevailed in other Colleges of
the University a considerable number of students from states othe: than
New Mexico could probably be admitted . A liberal attitude regarding .
the source of students would have very salutary effects on the educational program and might be important in attracting potential phys icians_for
t~e State from elsewhere . During the formative years of the School it
Wl.ll probably be mandatory to accept applicants outside of t he WICHE
area in order to fill the class with higb.lY qualified st udent s.
It should be recognized that a two-year school would not have t he .
attractions that a four - year school would have, even though ~laces in .
Other medical schools would be assured graduates for completion of their
edu?ational program. Students naturally prefer to_c~mplet e t he~r pr eparation for medicine in the school in which they orig:tna.ll Y mat riculate .
QLINICAL FACILITIES
!_HE COUNTY- INDIAN HOSPITAL The BernA.lil l o Count y- Indian ~ospital cou l ,.
serve as the-major - clinical fa cili.ty for the two-year medical school ,
The hospital is under th~ c·0 uJ.L·ol of a. noa.1:n. fl.ppoi.nt ed by the County
-10-
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Commissioners. Apparently the Co?LI!lissioners have named outstanding
citizens to the Board and there has been little political interfer
The total Hospital budget is $1,639,000 this year of which almost
percent, $726,ooo, is derived from the federal government for Indi ·.
care. The federal government agrees to pay for 80 beds at a rate e,f
$23 .15 per day whether they are used or not. The Hospital agreee
have available 100 beds for Indians at all times . The government pays
for any beds above 80 occupied by Indians. The County portion of the
costs is derived from a 3-3/4 mill tax and it is likely that this will
be raised to 4 mills. The County has a bonding capacity of $6,000,000
of which only $1,000,000 is currently committed. The Board has considered building an addition to the Hospital.
The Hospital is housed in a relatively new and well maintained buildin
located on land obtained from the federal government adjacent to the
University campus. There are 215 beds, 24 bassinets and an outpatien
clinic with approximately 1800 patient visits per month. The Hospital
also has a very active emergency room with about the same number of
visits per month. There is a full radiologist and a consulting pat ologist who has responsibility for the clinical laboratory. The balance
of the Medical Staff is made up of about 165 practitioners in Albuquerque. The staff members receive professional fees for the care of
Indian patients. This is collected by the Hospital and distributed to
the physicians in accordance with the value of their services. The
staff has passed a resolution indicating their willingness to relinquish
responsibilities for the control of standards and policies of medical
care to the faculty of the medical school if i t is formed . They would
i ,ccept chairmen of the clinical departments in the medical school as
chiefs of service in the hospital. A closed staff limited to faculty
members of the Medical School would be agreed upon .
The hospital has approved residencies in the following services:.
medicine-three years; obstetrics and gynecology-three years; pe~1.atricstwo years; pathology - four years. Surgical residents are provided
on rotation from the Veteran's Administration Hospital and there are two
general practice residents from the University of Colorado program.
~sually the Hospital bas been successful in recru~ting a staff of 12
~nterns, but this year only 5 were obtained. It i~ the only hospital
in Albuquerque with an approved internship and it is one of four
hospitals in New Mexico with a residency program.
COMMENT:
At a meeting with Mr . Woodward, Chairman of the Board of the Hospi~~'
the possibilities of using the Hospital as the major
teaching fa~ili dy
d Mr Woodward indicate
f
0
the proposed Medical School were discusse ·
•
.
that the Board endorsed such an association and would g1.ve their full
support to the undertaking. He suggested that plans for addi:on:l d
building could be held in abeyance so that they could be coor naf;.
with the building plans of the University to provide classroom, o ice
and research space for the clinical faculty and house staff .
T
.
tain alterations would
0 use the facility for clinical teaching, cer
d f
ovision of
probably be necessary in the Outpatient Department an or pr
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suitable classrooms. There would not appear to be any grea~ obstacle t~
accomplishing these changes, The clinical material is more than adequate for a two-year school. With the Veterans Administration Hospital of 500 beds, an enlarged County-Indian Hospital might well serve
the clinical needs for a four-year medical school, especially if provisions could be made to admit paying patients for the full time clinical faculty.
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL This is a 500-bed general medical and
surgical hospital located on land adjacent to the Bataan Hospital and
Lovelace Clinic and several miles from the University. Currently it is
a Dean's Committee Hospital for the University of Colorado but the
affiliation _ could be transferred to the University of New Mexico if a
medical school were established. It might supplement the CountyIndian Hospital if a four-year school were contemplated .
PRIVATE HOSPITALS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND SURROUNDING REGION. Private hospitals which might affiliate with the Medical School for mutual benefit
and to share in the educational program are listed below:
Hospitals in Albuquerque and Albuquerque Region
Name

No. of Beds

~

No . of Bassinets

Albuquerque
Presbyterian
Hospital Center
St • .Joseph's
Nazareth Sanitarium
Bataan Memorial
Hospital

General
General
Psychiatric

266
121
47

43
30
0

General

us

12

Valencia County
Belen General
Hospital
Cibola General
Hospital

General

22

N.A.

General

32

N.A.

Torrance County
Mountainair Hospital General

10

N.A.

Socorro County
Socorro General
Hospital

26

N.A.

General

In addition there are three hospitals with restrict:d P~~1nt~o~~:~ion
in Albuquerque: The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe ospi
'A
Hos i The U.S.P.H.S . Indian Tuberculosis Hospital, ~09 be~s; U. s.
thep
tal, Sandia Base 150 beds which might participate in some way
'
,
educational program.

xi:;
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Establishing a medical school in Albuquerque as an integral part of
the University appears to be feasible . A dedicated Board of Regents,
capable and energetic Administration and a competent faculty augur
well for its success. The medical profession in the State and County
apparently support the proposal . Representatives of the New Mexico
State Legislature have indicated that their two bodies will give backing
to the undertaking.
Initial financial support for a two- year program appears certain from
Foundation and tax sources . A sufficient number of studeni:s will be
available if severeresidence and geographic restrictions are not
imposed. Clinical facilities at the Bernalillo County -Indian Hospital
are sufficient for the demands of a two- year school .
The Visiting Committee feels that the favorable conditions which it
found merit deep consideration of tbe establishment of a medical school
at the University of New Me:xj_co .
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